
While the archery obsession of the late ‘80s and ‘90s
was all about speed, more recently silence – “vibra-
tion control” — has become the rage.  Archers no

longer consider over-draws, ridiculous draw weights, or feath-
er-light arrows as important as shooting the quietest equip-
ment possible.  This makes good sense.  Savvy customers have
come to understand that the fastest arrow is no match for the
lightening-fast reflexes of a high-strung whitetail buck.  Making
equipment quieter, giving a string-jumping buck less shot noise
to react to, has become the accepted approach to more suc-
cessful bowhunting.

Much of this silencing and vibration control comes auto-
matically with today’s best archery equipment.  Stabilizers such
with “rubber-hinge” Doinker technology, Hi-Tek Sports’ and
New Archery Equipment’s powder-filled models, oscillating
rubber nodes found in BowJax’s X-It, and elastic- or gel-mount-
ed weights from TruGlo or Carbon Impact, have become stan-
dard equipment.  Stabilizers are no longer simply added weight
for balance but portion to the complete silencing program.
Sights such as those from Fuse (Shock Rod Technology), Cobra
(Vibration Elimination Modules), Toxonics and Viper (built-in
Harmonic Damper), and Trophy Ridge (Dual Harmonic
Damper) use incorporated silencing devices to make them qui-
eter.  Bow quivers from Mathews and Trophy Ridge contain
Harmonic Dampers, while Alpine’s Soft Loc quivers include car-
bon rod frames mounted in rubber, and Fuse’s quivers have
Shock Rod Technology.  Carbon Impact and Sims have even
found ways to silence arrows with tiny internal stabilizers or
special fletching. 

Many popular bows have also received the silent treatment.
Hoyt’s Trykon includes factory-installed riser and limb
dampers.  Top PSE models sport cushioned HyperLite limb
pockets and String Chubs. Bow Tech models come with factory-
installed Hush Kits.  Ben Pearson’s Vib-X stabilizer mounts quiet

shots, as does Parker’s LS
Vibration Reduction Modules, or
Browning’s and Mathews’ string
suppressors.  All Kodiak

Current BowTech models like this
2006 Tribute come from the factory
with silencers slipped on string,
cables, limbs and cable guard. The
same  silencers can replaced as they
wear out, or added to any other
bow, when your customer purchas-
es the Hush Kit.

By Pat Meitin
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Outdoors bows hold carry vibration reduction modules,
while Martin Archery has long used Vibration Escape
Modules in key riser locations and recently upgraded
them to carry internal weights.  Alpine’s top-drawer mod-
els include Inter-Loc Limb Mounting, vibration-absorb-
ing rubber beneath these same limb pockets and in the
riser, plus factory-installed limb silencers.  A multitude of
dampening features are found on Mathews’ bows, such
as Harmonic Damping System risers, Triple Damper
Roller Guard and String Suppressors.  

These are but a few examples of how silence has
become the craze of nearly every aspect of archery man-
ufacturing.

Yet most bowhunters want more silencing still.  Even
wielding bows equipped with factory-installed silencing
features, serious archers continue to add accessories that
promise further vibration control.  There’s simply no such
thing as a bow that’s too quiet.  Silencing gear has become
big business.  Anything that promises to make a bow qui-
eter and more vibration free sells big.  Standard-issue
string silencers have evolved to become more compatible
with today’s high-energy bows, to become more efficient
and long lasting.  Other areas have received more recent
attention, with silencers now made for nearly every por-
tion of the bow; limbs, cable slides, risers, limb pockets,
even the accessories attached to these bows.  For cus-
tomers who aren’t convinced, keep a tricked-out outfit
handy, inviting them to compare your silenced bow to the
bow set-up they are currently shooting.  Once they hear
the difference, they are sure to head to your silencing
accessory rack.

String Things
The string silencer is archery’s most common damp-

ening product.  Since the days of hand-carved longbows,
bowhunters have added material to bow strings to tame
guitar-like twang on release.  Yarn puffs from E.W.
Bateman (also Vista and Eastman Outfitters) have been
around forever, yet still remain viable and popular.  Their
only drawback is a tendency to gather burrs.  Rancho
Safari’s original Cat Whiskers — also available from Neet,
Vista, Bohning, Saunders Archery, Eastman Outfitters
and Hi-Tek Sports — are still seen on scads of bows, work-
ing wonders even when wet.  Jerry Gentellalli, Cat
Whisker inventor, bristles to see these silencers served on
neatly.  He insists they work much better attached with a
simple overhand knot, creating a rubber ball around the
string.  Another popular and effective option is fleece
models — Tarantula’s
String Silencer,
Magnum Tarantula,
and Supreme
Tarantula.  They are
labeled waterproof and
lightweight so they
won’t slow arrow
speed.   

Tr a d i t i o n a l l y -
minded archers may

opt for natural “Beaver Balls,” strips of naturally water-
repellent beaver fur wrapped around the string to create
a puff ball.  Beaver is offered by Vista and 3Rivers Archery.
Otter, muskrat, Woolie Whispers, Quiet Wool String
Silencers, and Musk Ox String Silencers (Qiviut) are also
available through 3Rivers; the last also can be ordered
directly from Alaska Bowhunting Supply.  Kwikee Kwiver

At Mathews, Inc. designer Matt
Mcpherson works to eliminate vibra-
tion before it can travel through the
riser and be heard and felt. This
2006 Switchback XT employs triple
Harmonic Dampers in the roller
guard, and has larger ones under
each limb bolt. It quiets string noise
with String Suppressors, which for
the first time carry their own tiny
Harmonic Dampers.
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String Silencers might have been one
of the first rubber string silencers,
three-point stars slipping over the
string to be placed as needed.  I used
these as a kid, but they are still avail-
able and effective.  Rubber brush
buttons are also standard traditional
gear, not only keeping snagging
limbs from wedging beneath the
string, but helping in the quest for
silence.  Look for these from 3Rivers
and Saunders Archery.

Of course, more high-tech
silencers are preferred by some,
silencers incorporating modern
materials, especially rubber.  Sims
Vibration Laboratories uses high-
tech NAVCOM rubber for the Stealth
String Leech and newer Super String
Leech found on multitudes of bows
today.  Early models regularly broke
after repeated shooting, but have
been redesigned for added durabili-
ty.  They are wedged between string
strands and easily installed without
bow press by using a string separa-
tor.  Tarantula’s String Bats are also
easily slipped between string strands
and held in place by string tension.
They are streamlined and effective
rubber silencers made for the fastest
modern bows.  Black Diamond
String Silencers from Mercury
Archery Products/ B.A. Distributors,
and VibraX Silencers from Arrow
Engineering Products, are installed
in similar fashion; The Black
Diamond Silencers are made of thin,
flexible rubber, while the VibraX has
two rubber pieces set in the string at
opposing angles to create an X.
Black Diamonds also come in new
½-inch Mini version.  Alpine’s sili-
cone String Thing easily slide

between string
stands with a
tapered end,
the other flared
into a multi-
finned fan.
Fuse’s new
S t r i n g S h o x
(standard on
Hoyt bows) are
compact, bee-
h i v e - l i k e
silencers that
are highly effec-
tive and com-
pletely fail-
proof, even
after thousands
of shots.        

S o m e
string silencers
require a bow
press to install
by threading
over the entire
string.  They
have the
advantage of
providing long
life and a higher degree of instant
adjustability.  They also tend to inter-
fere less with peep rotation.   Such
models come from BowJax and
BowTech/Diamond.  Ultra BowJax II
are now constructed of a softer
material that BowJax says has twice
the tensile strength of previous
silencers, and increases arrow veloc-
ity by 1 to 3 fps.  They are available in
black or clear.  BowTech/ Diamond
string silencers include five curved
arms in a star-like arrangement, slip-
ping over the string to allow instant
adjustment between shots.  They

haven’t proven the toughest around,
as mine have lost most of their arms
in the first month of shooting.  I look
for an improvement in the near
future because I have to assume I’m
not the only one experiencing this
problem.

T.R.U. Ball’s Spyder Silencers are
stamped from an ultra-tough, thin
rubberized material for long life.
Spyder String Silencers can be
wedged between string strands and
tied into place for quick string silenc-
ing with minimum weight.  Spyder
Speed Silencers add a T.R.U. Ball
Speed Ball with set-screw anchor to
hold Spyders in place.  T.R.U. Ball
says these balls alone add 2 to 15 fps
to the average two-cam bow, up to 2
fps to a single cam, as they work like
speed buttons to smooth out oscila-
tions in the string.  With the Spyder/
Speed Ball combo T.R.U. Ball says a 1
to 8 fps gain will be seen in two-cam
bows, 1 to 2 fps in single cams. The
release aid manufacturer says two
Spyders and Balls adding up to 4 fps
to two-cam bows, 1 to 3 fps in single
cams, all while reducing noise.              

Sims has grouped its
most popular archery
silencing gear into a
Hunter Kit (above) that
contains Ultra
LimbSavers, String
Leeches and the Scoil
stabiliers.

The crossbow kit at
right has camo Ultra
LimbSavers, heavier
duty String Leeches and
a silencer for the metal
bolt retainer.

Circle 4 on Response Card
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Silence of the Limbs
Sims deserves much of the credit

for bringing limb silencing to the
forefront.  The original LimbSaver
started a revolution that others
quickly followed.  Small “mush-
rooms” of propriety NAVCOM rubber
attach to the limb just below the
cams to squelch vibrations from any
bow.  Newer LimbSaver Ultras
include opposing dished edges for
better cable clearance, while still
maintaining 360-degree movement
on release for complete vibration
control without affecting velocity or
accuracy.  They are made to adhere to
solid limb bows, or attach with a
screw to split-limb designs, and
come in black or camo.  They are also
offered in an “Improved” Recurve
and Crossbow designs.  These are
smaller versions of the
LimbSaver made for any
thinner-width limb.
They do wonders for
even low-tech recurve
bows.  

The newest incarna-
tion of the LimbSaver is
the AlphaShox, designed
specifically for Hoyt
bows, but compatible
with any split-limb
design with close to ¾-
inch spacing.  They are
found standard on all
new Hoyt models.  The
heavily-ribbed silencer
wedges securely

between the limbs
without mounting
brackets or screws,
and can be instant-
ly adjusted for cus-
tom silencing or
removed while the
bow is in a press.
They are offered in
black or camo.

Others quickly
jumped into the
l i m b - s i l e n c i n g
game with products
of their own.
BowJax’s Limb Jax is
one of the most
effective, available
in solid-limb stick-
on or split-limb

bolt-on models.  They include four
dampening arms that move in every
direction to kill noise and vibrations,
and are made of a new, super-soft
polymer to be light weight and more
effective.  Mercury Archery offers
both No-Vibes Dampener Fins and
No-Vibes I Limb Dampener.  The
patent-pending No-Vibes Fins
include a manifold arrangement of
flexible fins that bend to fit the curve
of any bow limb.  No-Vibes I is a
silencer shaped like a four-leaf clover,
made to twist and oscillate during
release and soak up vibrations.  No-
Vibes Fins require glue for adhesion,
while No-Vibes I includes a self-
adhesive back.  The Mercury Grunt
Tube Tamer also makes a great limb
silencer, slipped around the entire
limb and providing a radial ring of

soft rubber fins to tame vibrations
and noise (This requires a bow
press).  BowTech/ Diamond’s
Vibrablocks also completely encircle
the limb, including an array of wild-
looking octopus tentacles that oscil-
late and wag during the shot to kill
shot noise dead.

ThunderBlox are New Archery
Products’ super limb silencer.  These
square limb silencers attach directly
to solid-limb bows, or clamp onto
split limbs.  NAP engineers claim
ThunderBlox reduce shot noise by up
to 75 percent with virtually no energy
loss or reduction in arrow speed, cut-
ting down on damaging limb shock
by more than 30 percent.  Split-Limb
models come with a camo face, while
the Ultra Double Split Limb model
includes Blox on both the inside and
outside of the limb for added silenc-
ing; something I find welcome on
any whitetail bow.  

Arrow Engineering Products’
Vibralock II and IV are another fine
option.  The II is made for split-limb
bows, wedging between split limbs
and pressure fit, and including long
rubber vibration “sticks” top and bot-
tom between the limbs to absorb and
destroy limb vibrations.  The IV is
made for solid limbs, a wrap-around
design with four rear nodes that act
as vibration suppressors.  Alpine
again uses silicone to create the
Universal Limb Tamer, mounting in
seconds with an O-ring and plastic
taps, creating a multi-tiered fan of
rubber layers to absorb bow vibra-
tions.             

Rancho Safari’s original Cat Whiskers string silencers have
been around a long time, still as viable today as they were when
first introduced. Today similar products can also be found from
makers such as Bohning, Neet, Saunders, and Hi-Tek Sports, to
name but a few.

Toxonics mounts a genuine Mathews Harmonic
Damper in the HD55 Metal Optic sight. Like all
Metal Optic models, it uses half-moon-shaped
metal pins that support the fiber optic fully. You
can get it in black or in a pewter matched to
what Mathews uses on its newer bows.
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Quality Archery Designs and
Rancho Safari approach limb silenc-
ing from a different direction, cover-
ing the entire limb instead of attach-
ing a silencing node.  QAD’s
BowMuffler is essentially a limb
cover Velcroed into place, using a
unique inner foam to muffle bow
noise and vibration, while also
reducing bow shock.  A durable
weather-resistant neoprene outer
shell protects limbs from hard
knocks while hunting.  QAD says
independent tests show that the
BowMuffler reduces bow noise by 8
dB and will not cause an erosion of
speed.  One size fits all, in Advantage

Timber and Mossy Oak Break-Up.
Rancho Safari’s Shaggie System limb
covers not only provide the ultimate
concealment of Shaggie 3-D camo,
but include rubber lining that keeps
them in place and absorbs limb
vibrations during the shot.      

Cable Guard Silence 
The cable guard can act as a

major source of shot noise and vibra-
tion.  A wet or dirty cable slide can
cause game-spooking squeaks, while
the rod itself is subjected to a great
deal of torque during every shot.
Pure Teflon cable slides offer a partial
solution, simply proving more slip-
pery across the cable rod, and reduc-
ing buss-cable wear.  Sims’
“Improved” LimbSaver Cable Slide is
one of these, pure Teflon that elimi-
nates chatter from a wet guard and
increases speed.  They include holes
that accept drop-away activation
cords.  Other pure-Teflon cable slides
include Hi-Tek’s Teflon Inside Cable
Guard, Eastman’s Teflon Universal
and double-ring Cable Slides, and
Bohning’s Cable Slide. At the ATA
show this past January, Ram Products
(which makes the Carbon CQ arrow
checker) was helping to promote a
new Teflon slide from Parker
Products, with the string slots
machined on a radius to boost speed
and reduce cable wear.

NAP’s CarbonGlide Cable Slide
blends Teflon and carbon for high
strength and smoothness.  The new
Creeper Peeper uses this slide, but

incorporates a LED light hidden from
game letting you know when you are
at full draw, for a more consistent
draw and improved accuracy.

Saunders Archery gave a lot of
thought to cable-slide silence.  The
Hyper-Glide includes an ultra-low-
friction wheel to roll over the cable
rod, plus a super-slick, super-quiet
material that carries the cables
themselves and reduces wear.  The
slide clicks into place over the cable
rod to instantly provide low cable-
rod friction, zero wear and added
shooting consistency.  The Saunders
Buff-Off combines this super slide
with a gel-cap string suppressor
protected by a soft yet durable syn-
thetic shield.  The cap is centered
on an offset arm and adjustable to
capture the string on release and
stop vibrations dead.  The Deadly-
Quiet offers the same gel-cap tech-
nology without the slide.  Simply
attach the rod-mounted string
silencer to the cable rod so it con-
tacts the string while at rest and the
Deadly-Quiet deadens shot noise
on release.  Alpine’s Glide Slide also
uses rollers, these inside a vibra-
tion-absorbing rubber body hold-
ing a Teflon sleeve that surrounds
the cable rod, rollers carrying the
buss cables friction free.    

Adding a simple cable-guard
silencer has become another stan-
dard procedure during set-up.  Sims
likely thought of it first, introducing
the Cable Guard Dampener, NAV-
COM mushrooms that fit snugly over

Circle 140 on Response Card

The patented, powder-filled stabilizers from Hi-Tek Sports
Products like this X-Flite model work to quiet bows as they tight-
en groups. Now the firm has introduced additional products to

silence bows, like a cable guard silencer, Teflon cable slide and
Teflon sleeves for the launcher arms. They’re shown above in the
photo at right.
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cable-slide rods to pull vibrations
from that area while shooting.  A
newer version uses Enhancer 2000
technology, placing an aluminum
compression ring around vibration-
absorbing NAVCOM material to offer
better noise reduction.  These can be
placed at the end of the cable guard,
or by temporarily removing the cable
slide and buss cable, inside the
strings to act as a cable stop and
enhance speed and noise control.

BowTech/Diamond includes its
new cable-rod silencer on every new
bow, as wild looking as it is effective.
It includes ten sea-creature-like arms
made of soft rubber material, sur-
rounding the cable guard rod by slid-
ing on snugly for easy adjustment.
The new Mercury Cable Guard
Silencer is a star of soft rubber that
slips over the cable guard, with 16
oscillating arms offering vibration
control.  Hi-Tek’s Cable Guard
Dampener appears much the same,
simple yet effective, and ultra tough.
BowJax’s Big Jax and Arrow
Engineering Products VibraX Cable
Guard Silencer are also similar in
appearance, slip-on, four-pronged
stars with rounded nodules at each
point.  BowJax’s Knuckle Saver is a
super-soft polymer mushroom that
fits over the end of the cable guard to
prevent hand injuries while letting
down, but also doubles as a great
silencer.  Gibbs Archery Gear offers
the no-nonsense Super Stop.  This
neoprene-like tube slides over the
cable guard to stop vibrations and
acts as a cable-slide stop for further
shock control.  

Two new silencing technologies
eliminate factory cable guards and
slides completely.  New Windstalker
Cable Guards incorporate aluminum
arms that rotate as the bow is drawn,
eliminating cable system torque.
This also eliminates moving slides
that might squeak during draw or let-
down.  Accuracy is enhanced and
vibrations reduced.  The STS System
(Shock Terminator Suppressor)
mounts to the front or rear stabilizer
hole of your riser, a new Extreme
Dampening System stopper prevent-
ing forward over-travel after release.
The result is improved accuracy, less
chance of string slap, and a quieter
bow.  The STS rod includes a four-
pronged star silencer mounted at
mid rod, while its design also elimi-
nates the cable slide altogether.  

Riser & Limb Pocket
Accessories

No part of the total silencing
equation is ignored today.  Any part
of the bow that might produce vibra-
tions is now addressed, including the
riser and limb pocket areas.  One of
the most basic silencing precautions
is to pad the bow-shelf area from
accidental clicks should an arrow
bobble from the rest.  Adhesive-
backed fleece or mole skin are the
most popular; available from Neet,
Vista, Hi-Tek, Bohning, and Rancho
Safari, to name but a few.  Rancho
Safari also offers a tougher wool-
based, self-adhesive padding materi-
al, while Saunders and Eastman
Outfitters cushioning closed-cell
foam.  Traditional archers might pre-

fer adhesive-backed leather from
3Rivers.  Neet and Rancho Safari
even offer precut options to make the
job easier and faster.  

Other products actively silence
bows in these areas by absorbing
vibrations and dissipating shot noise
silently.  It has become common for
bow companies to add threaded
holes in addition to the standard sta-
bilizer mount.  I have a PSE Mojo, for
instance, with additional threaded
mounts on the riser behind the limb
pockets that accept standard 5/16-
inch stabilizer bolts.  The racy spurs
on the rear of my Hoyt ProTec riser
includes ¼-inch threaded mounts.
Such mounts easily accept acces-
sories such as Sims’ LimbSaver 2000
Stabilizer System Nodes or Stabilizer
Enhancers, for better balance and
dampening qualities.  Vibracheck’s
Shock X Module or Doinker’s
Chubbies would also make great
options.  I’ve also added Doinker’s
small A-Bombs and D2 modules to
my bows, ¼-inch threaded models
perfect for my Hoyt.

Saunders’ Bandit and Pro-Bandit
were designed with just this in mind.
These are mini “stabilizers” built to
attach to the side of bow risers in
strategic locations.  They are made of
a no-luster, super-quiet polymer
encasing a patented visco-elastic

Saunders Archery’s Pro-
Bandit and Bandit prove
quite useful for pulling
unwanted noise and
vibrations from bow riser
areas. These accessories
attach to most bow mod-
els using provided 5/16-
or ¼-inch mounting
screws, allowing cus-
tomers to place them
where needed to do the
most good. If less weight
is desired or you need to
balance an accessory,
you can pop the units
open and remove some
of the six  steel spheres.

Circle 153 on Response Card

Continued on page 76
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Rinehart Targets-See page 24, 51, 54.

R&M-See page 52.

Saunders Archery-See page 72, 73, 76.
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Attention Trade Show Exhibitors
ArrowTrade’s colorful and comprehensive Trade Show Guide
will appear in the January issue scheduled to mail in mid-
December. To line up your free editorial coverage, send the
following information:

Company Name
ATA Booth Number
KINSEY’S Booth Number
SHOT Booth Number
Mailing address
Dealer Contact Name (optional)
Phone Number for Dealers to call 

Describe two products or early-buy programs you
want dealers to know about. (150 word total limit) 
Please also send product images if available.

Remember, your expanded listing in the ArrowTrade January
2007 Show Issue is completely free, but you must send the
requested information by November 10.

Please Email the information and product images to 
arrowtrade@northlc.com

OR fax information to (866) 396 3206 
from Canada, use (320) 396 3206.

OR Mail information and photos or digital images on disk to:
ArrowTrade Show Issue
3479 409th Ave NW, Braham, MN 55006
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shock-deadening material.  Up to six
1/8-ounce weights can be added as
need for balance and additional
vibration control.  They come with
both 5/16- and ¼-inch mounting
screws to adapt to most standard
accessory taps.  The Pro-Bandit is 2
1/16 inches high and can be adjusted
to weigh from 1.64 to 2.39 ounces,
while the Bandit is only 1 5/8 inch
high and adjustable from 1.03 to 1.78
ounces.  Arrow Engineered Products
offers Vibralocks for the riser that act
in the same capacity, mounting
through the two-piece quiver holes
of most bow risers, one with rubber
nodes, and another with suspended
brass weights to each side of the riser.   

Sims’ LimbSaver Mini Xtremes
attach directly to limb bolts to reduce
more bow jump and vibration from
any hunting rig.  Limb pockets
receive an incredible amount of
shock during release, making these
add-ons highly valuable.  They are
made around the same technology
used in Sims’ LimbSaver Modular
Stabilizer System.  Doinker’s Multi-
Mount Adapters also replace stan-
dard limb-bolt washers, allow cus-
tomers to mount any stabilizer,
Doinker or weight system using a
5/16-inch thread for added shock-
absorbing qualities.  Finally,

Mercury’s X-Caliber Dampener &
Noise Reducer replaces existing limb
bolt washers, surrounded by radial
fins of soft, flexible rubber to elimi-
nate both noise and vibrations
(Another version slips over stabilizers

to make them more effective).   
Sims’ Insulator Wrap and

Insulator Strip are also used to pull
vibrations from bow handles, as well
as insulate against cold.  Wrap
includes small nodes to reduce hand

The range of silencing products is impressive for what it can accomplish in the woods
and for your receipts. This PSE Mojo is ready for service against the most wary and
tightly-wound game. It includes products from BowJax, Sims and B.A. Distributors/
Mercury Archery. These include, top to bottom; BowJax’s Limb Jax and Ultra Bow Jax II
(string silencers); Sims’ Stabilizer Enhancer (on riser); B.A. Distributor’s Grunt Tube
Tamer (on PSE sight); BowJax’s The Knuckle Saver and Big Jax (on cable slide rod), as
well as PSE’s pure Teflon cable slide; Sims’ Insulator Strip (on handle); and BowJax’s X-It
(on bottom of riser).

The insert photo shows  The Ultra Bow Jax II, now available in clear and black.

Continued from page 73
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shock, absorb recoil, and insulate at
the bow grip.  The Strip adheres to
the front of the riser.  I also use Wrap
to pad bow shelves, silence bow
accessories, even as a string-slap
silencer on the string groves of my
recurves, cutting it to desired dimen-
sions and gluing it into place with
fletching cement.      

Details, Details
A noisy arrow rest can give you

away as quickly as a loud-thumping
bow.  Pull a rough carbon arrow
across unprotected rest arms or one
that’s wet and you’re sure to send a
wary whitetail running.  Many com-
panies offer solutions to this com-
mon problem.  Bohning’s Shrink-Tite
snugs into place with heat to create a
tight-fitting rubber skin that prevents
arrow shaft noise.  Hi-Tek offers thick
Teflon Sleeves that slide over the
prongs of most arrow rests to offer a
smooth and quiet draw, in black or

white.  Gibbs’ Super Slick arrow rest
silencer requires no heat or glue to
install and offers ultimate silence
with any TM or paddle-type rest.
Mercury Archery offers yellow or
black Slick Covers for the same pur-
pose.   Finally, look to Allied Archery
Associates (AMG), a dealer-only out-
let, for Rest Implants, fuzzy rest-arm
covers that assure zero noise while
drawing. 

The small stuff can sometimes
cause the most problems.  A buzzing
quiver, tuning-fork arrow-rest guard,
even a bow sight, can all create
annoying little buzzes and pings that
alert game.  Alpine makes a stretchy
band called the Universal Sight and
Quiver Dampener that has vibrating
fins and is installed over quiver
hoods or pin guards to tame noise
and vibrations.  Mercury’s Grunt
Tube Tamer also acts in the same
capacity.  Customers can use Sims’
Mini LimbSavers any time they have

a hard-to-reach place or small sur-
face that needs additional silencing.
These are smaller versions of proven
LimbSaver mushrooms perfect for
the places just pointed out.  I’ve even
used Recurve LimbSavers for acces-
sories such as arrow-quivers hoods
when needed.

Selling today’s silencing gear is a
no-brainer.  Every bowhunter wants
a quiet bow, so much so that it has
reached nearly obsessive levels.
Some archers will simply never be
satisfied, always looking for the
smallest advancement in silencing
technology.  Customers aren’t neces-
sarily loyal to a single brand either.  If
one brand of limb silencer works best
for a particular bow, but another
company’s string silencer, they will
buy both.  Offering a good mix of
silencing gear is smart business, a
move that assures quick sales and
money in your register. 

3Rivers Archery Supply
(260) 587-9501
www.3riversarchery.com

Alpine Archery
(208) 746-4717
www.alpinearchery.com

AMG/ Allied Archery Associates,
(888) 342-8614

Arrow Engineered Products 
(860) 826-7737
www.aeparchery.com

Ben Pearson Archery, Inc.
(888) 701-8475
www.benpearson.com

Bohning Archery
(800) 253-0136
www.bohning,com

BowJax
(208) 762-3692
www.bowjax.com

BowTech
(541) 284-4711
www.BowTechArchery.com

Carbon Impact 
(800) 809-9212
www.carbonimpact.com

Cobra Manufacturing Co., Inc.
(800) 352-6272
www.cobraarchery.com

Doinker/ Leven Industries
(818) 700-2899
www.doinker.com

Eastman Outfitters
(800) 241-4833
www.eastmanoutfitters.com

E.W. Bateman & Co.
(830) 935-2866
www.ewbateman.com

Fuse Accessories
(801) 363-2990
www.fusearchery.com

Gibb’s Archery Gear, Product’s
(870) 942-4181
www.gagarchery.com

Hi-Tek Sports Products
(315) 788-0107
www.hi-teksports.com

Hoyt
(801) 363-2990
www.hoyt.com

Kodiak Outdoors
(480) 222-4002
www.kodiakoutdoors.net

Kwikee Kwiver Co., Inc.
(800) 346-7001
www.kwikeekwiver.com

Martin Archery Inc.
(509) 529-2554
www.martinarchery.com

Mathews, Inc.
(608) 269-2728
www.mathewsinc.com

Mercury Archery Products/ B.A.
Distributors, Inc.
(800) 533-7230
(208) 762-4559 (fax)

Neet Products, Inc.
(800) 821-7196
www.neet.com

New Archery Products
(800) 323-1279
www.newarchery.com

Parker Compound Bows
(540) 337-5426
www.parkerbows.com

Precision Shooting Equipment
(PSE)/ Browning Archery
(520) 884-9065
www.pse-archery.com

Quality Archery Designs
(434) 846-5839
www.qadinc.com

Rancho Safari, Inc.
(800) 240-2094
www.ranchosafari.com

Saunders Archery
(800) 228-1408
www.sausa.com

Sims Vibration Laboratories/
LimbSaver
(877) 257-2761
www.limbsaver.com

Tarantula/Sportman’s Outdoor
Products
(801) 562-8712
www.gotarantula.com

Toxonics
(800) 748-8083
www.toxonics.com

Trophy Ridge
(866) 444-7483
www.trophyridge.com

TruGlo, Inc.
(888) 8TRUGLO
www.truglo.com

Vibracheck/ R&R Enterprises,
Inc.
(877) 720-6535
www.vibracheck.com

Viper Archery Products
(740) 377-4100
www.viperarcheryproducts.co
m

Vista
(800) 525-1181
www.wribiz.net
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